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Miracle Method relocating HQ in Springs
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By Cameron Moix
A local bathtub, tile and countertop surface refinishing company has 
announced that in September it will relocate its national headquarters to 
Colorado Springs.

Miracle Method Surface Refinishing will move next month into its larger 
space near the intersection of Garden of the Gods Road and 30th 
Street from its current location at 5020 Mark Dabling Blvd., according to 
a news release. From its new offices at 4310 Arrowset Dr., the 

company will continue to serve homeowners, property managers, military installations and hotels in the Pikes 
Peak region.

“Miracle Method specializes in the professional repair and restoration of bathtubs, tile surrounds and kitchen 
countertops,” the release said. “Miracle Method’s proprietary process is an excellent alternative to costly 
removal and replacement remodeling.  Surface refinishing often saves homeowners up to 75 percent over 
traditional replacement costs, making it an especially great value in today’s economy.”

The company currently has more than 130 franchise locations in the U.S. and works with clients including 
hospitals, school, and hotels such as Hyatt, Hilton, Sheraton and Marriott.

In the release, General Manager Randy Stark said that the new location and showroom will “enhance our 
ability to better serve the community,” and that “bathtubs, tile surrounds or a kitchen countertop can be 
completely transformed within two to three days.”
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Our Poll

What's the best possible outcome for the city's 
Regional Tourism Act application?

All four projects go forward. (35%, 38 Votes)

The Olympic Museum is approved, with maybe 
one other project receiving funding. (15%, 17 
Votes)

The multi-use stadium is taken out of the mix, 
while the other three projects are funded. (17%, 
19 Votes)

The city should go back to the drawing board. 
No project is worth approval. (33%, 36 Votes)

Total Voters: 110

This poll is not a scientific sampling, but offers a 
quick view of what readers are thinking.
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